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Canso 4

I love him more than anything
mercy and courtliness don’t help me with him
nor does my beauty, or my rank, or my mind
for I am every bit as betrayed and wronged
as I’d deserve to be if I were ugly

Comtessa de Dia 

You, my amic, new
as the first starred leaves of spring,
who ever taught you about love?

I should never have trusted you
with words; I who have sung so long
sending notes to you with such harvest abandon!

I don’t know why I keep falling
into the dark pit of affection – 
it only brings me the pain

of a futile trip to the well
at summer’s cruelest zenith.
You must become smaller in me now

as a snowflake lost among the snow
that heaps ever higher 
in the hollow of the oldest tree.    
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Canso 16

If only I could lie beside you for an hour and embrace 
you lovingly

Comtessa de Dia

Hearing of the epreuvé, chastity’s test,
where a sword, unsheathed, is slid
between two naked people in bed and 
all night they must remain on 
either side of its steel, that hard,
mineral ridge dividing them, flesh
not touching, and in the morning,
if the blade has not been shifted,
and their skin is un-mouthed 
by the edge, then, and only then, will
their love be deemed pure, a courtly
union unmarred by animal entrance,

you said – do we dare?

(for to fail would mean one word of pleasure
and many thereafter of silence) 
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Canso 20

That’s why you have such power over me I’ll come 
running when you call

Anon. 12th century

Responding to me,
your body,
as it always does
though your hands 
never stir on my surfaces,

the longest night of the year, I,
wanting to hold you do,
and cannot,
the wild field of flowers 
within what you call the nothing

that is your flesh
waiting inside silence
and for this, more beautiful
the scythe lifting always
on the edge of us

though we are trembling
from something other 
than fear.
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Canso 21

But what I desire is denied me. Ah damn the godfather
who put upon me this curse to love and be not loved!

Jaufré Rudel

Warning you not to be cold after you, hard,
held me, I have already witnessed
your winter.

Dividing love from desire
– nothing new – 
 there is a history to this knife
 
but each time I grip the blade 
backwards
in my own endless narrative of blood.

Will there ever be a century
when seasons end without the tragic
and leaves fall, passive

becoming little boats for snow.
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Canso 24

The language hesitates, but the heart
loves its painful joy

Jacques Lacan

I, who came from a soft, green land, how 
could I claim this winter as my own
where only the magpie knives 
above the hardened river
and shadows hew stains on the ice.

When it has gifted me with all, how
could I have betrayed rain’s constant embrace
that has never asked of me while giving, damp
in its blindness, as laughter, for this

cold stranger and his song – 
the snow that I harbour on my tongue
and that I have taught, in its turn, 
how to warm me.  
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Amor de Lonh: love intensified by distance 

They knew long winters there.
Ice drawing its hard face over the moat.
Then the longer drought times of war.
White & red of men leaving.
How little we have learned to suffer.

Secrets that remain in this room.
The ones of flesh, the burning ones.
But can I lie felled for centuries like Heracles?
All the harsh dust of Nemrut Dagi.
Beyond Hope, the lushness of forests.

In your language, it is the “mountain of pain”.
In mine, the place of release.
Not even a dove between these words.
Longing still crests within me.
We are ghosts, after all.

Yet if we could have been chaste forever.
What an epic of missing.
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What an epic of missing.
This, being chaste forever.
We are ghosts, after all.

Longing still crests within me –
Not even a dove between these words
In mine, the place of release is your language –
The mountain of pain beyond hope

All the lushness of forests, the harsh dust of Nemrut Dagi
Where I lie felled for centuries like Heracles
Or the ones of flesh, the burning ones.
The secrets that remain in this room?

How little we have learned to suffer:
White & red of men, leaving.
The long drought times of war.
Ice drawing its hard face over the moat

The longer winters.
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